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Working Progress Project Autumn Update           October 2019 

The Working Progress project offers holistic support to people wanting to get onto the path to 
employment. It is a £2.2 million Building Better Opportunities (BBO) project funded by the European 
Social Fund and The National Lottery Community Fund, which 8 Commsortia members are delivering 
across Northamptonshire.  Our latest monitoring submission took us up to the end of September 2019, and 
we saw the following reach of the project to date: 
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We have registered 541 

people onto the BBO 

Programme 

388 participants started as 

unemployed and 153 started 

as inactive 

279 men and 260 Women 

have joined the project 

1 in 4 (120) people registered 

are aged 50+ 

38% (205) of people 

registered have a limiting 

long-term disability 

23% (123) of people 

registered are from ethnic 

minority groups 

Number of participants who 

have moved into education or 

training on leaving 

Number who moved into 

employment including self-

employment on leaving 

Number of economically 

inactive on joining and moved 

into job searching on leaving 
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80 participants have been 

referred to volunteering for 

work readiness experience 

Number of participant left the 

project with a volunteering 

result 
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The participant started their career in catering – working as a chef for many years. When her children were 

born in the late 80s she decided to change her career to fit in with family life and made the transition into 

office work. She was very successful in her new career and made the transition into middle management, but 

this resulted in a nervous breakdown and the need to take time away from work. When she embarked on the 

project she had been on ESA and away from work for four years. She was anxious at the prospect of returning 

to work and was looking to find volunteer work as a transition step towards a new career. She wanted to work 

in social care or one of the allied professions where she could feel she was making a difference. She had 

already started an Open University Psychology degree 12 months previously and felt ready to try to gain some 

practical experience. A week after coming into the centre she came back to register for the BBO scheme, and 

we agreed that securing a volunteer placement would be our first goal, and various emails were sent back and 

forth between us.  We discovered that she has dyslexia she had not disclosed to me and although she had been 

issued with specialist software by the OU, had forgotten how to use it. She had become very anxious about 

using the software so we spent time looking at support videos and teaching her how to navigate You Tube to 

find them. I didn’t hear from her following this, and emails went unanswered until she responded to one in 

August – four months after our last meeting – telling me her life had been chaotic. She and her partner had 

been offered the tenancy of a well-established village pub/restaurant- allowing her to return to her roots and 

first love cooking, as well as moving into the property.  As she will have some time front of house she will be 

able to appreciate feedback first hand, and with the support of her partner be able create a successful 

business.  I visited her at work at the end of a busy Bank Holiday weekend. She seems well suited and thriving 

in her new environment.  

“I am very better now, all the help and support from my case worker has built my confidence. I know she 

believed in me, her help and advice was second to none”    

The participant is extremely shy and gets nervous easily. She has a learning disability, and finds it 

difficult to interact with new people. She comes from a very large family and is under a great deal of 

stress at the moment because of her difficult home life. She has done various different types of work 

experience, but is not yet ready for employment. She enjoys looking after her youngest brother, and 

hopes to work with children in the future. She finds her volunteering placement quite therapeutic, as 

this gives her time away from the busy household. Her confidence is slowly growing. Commsortia has 

also been supporting her with her goals and aspirations. She is really enthusiastic to work with 

children, and has been to Weston Favell library to observe the play group. She has applied to become 

a library volunteer. We have also managed to secure her some counselling support though the 

project. This will enable her to talk about her feelings, increase self-awareness and will have a positive 

impact on her wellbeing. 

“I enjoy volunteering at my placement, but I really wish to work with children.” 

 


